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Camelot Camelot Solid FC 400

FC 41 EG 900 EG 901

FC 600 FC 100 FC 012

FC 061 FC 45 FC 210

SD 010 SD 361 SD 091

SD 561SD 161 SD 200
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Weatherglaze are one of Ireland’s longest established manufacturers and suppliers of Windows, Doors and 
Conservatories. We have been manufacturing at our 90,000 sq ft premises in Gorey, Co. Wexford for over 20 
years and during this time we have invested heavily in the latest production technology to provide you with an 
unrivalled range of glazing products for all applications.

Because customer satisfaction is the cornerstone of our business philosophy, constant investment in people 
and facilities ensure we are always striving to provide the optimum balance of manufacturing ability, 
combined with efficient and professional support across all areas.

This effort has been formally recognised by achieving the ISO 9001-2000 accreditation combined with BBA 
certification on our own products.

Weatherglaze offer a full in-house design and technical team capable of finding a solution to your design 
problems - enabling us to be your one stop shop for all your glazing requirements.

Weatherglaze also offer a wide range of windows in Timber, Alu-clad, Aluminium and 
uPVC including Vertical Sliding windows – Phone 1890 533800.

Arctic Classic doors combine the tradition and 
beauty of a wooden door with the latest technology 
in composite materials and hardware systems, 
offering exceptional looks, security and insulation.

With the Arctic-Classic door you get the look and 
feel of wood without the disadvantages. The 
Arctic-Classic range is both cost effective and 
versatile with strong Redwood definition that can be 
easily painted or factory finished.

Arctic-Classic doors can be used in many projects 
from new build, refurbishment and replacement. An 
Arctic-Classic door will enhance the appearance 
and comfort of your home.

Arctic Sheeted door sets are similar in grain 
definition to the Arctic Classic range, but they have 
a sheeted effect, giving the look of a more 
traditional door.

The Arctic Sheeted door features a tough 
compression-moulded paintable fibreglass surface 
that is far superior to timber or uPVC.

Ideal for new build and refurbishment projects, both 
in the public and private sector markets. As with all 
Weatherglaze Arctic Doors’ door systems, they will 
not warp, split, or crack, offering a high 
performance, low cost exterior door system.

Long lasting, strong, and aesthetically pleasing, the 
Arctic Sheeted door offers the householder a 
unique opportunity to enhance the look of their 
homes cost-effectively. 

Arctic-Classic

Arctic Sheeted



CHEEK POINT KILMUCKRIDGEBUNMAHON

CROSSHAVEN BLACKWATER MORRISCASTLE

KINSALE SEAPOINT COVE
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CLAREST HELENS ARAN

RATHLINBALLYCOTTONACHILL

SKULLSALTEESBLASKET
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CARNE SHANGARRYGYLEEN

MALIN GLENGARIFF BANTRY
Note: the top panels are arced on the new door

CURRACLOE DUNMORE EAST INISHMORE
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DINGLECLONARD DUN LAOIGHAIRE

RINGVILLEFETHARDCLAYCASTLE

RUSHKILMOREROSSMORE
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SLADE MALAHIDESANDYMOUNT

DOLLYMOUNT ROSS CARBERRY

KILINEY DALKEY SCARRIFF

BALLYMONEY
Note: Crossgrains occur above the door knocker
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SINGLE BEVEL ARCTIC CRYSTAL NORTHERN STAR SOUTHERN STAR RUSH THERMATRU BEVEL

Variation in colour matches between door and frame may occur due to the different materials and paint processes used. Colours and details printed on the brochure 
are  for representation only and may differ from the actual product. Weatherglaze Arctic Doors reserve the right to change any specification without notice.
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SOLID BRASS KNOCKER SOLID BRASS KNOB THUMB TURN CYCLINDER

GADINI LETTERBOX

LEVER LEVER REGENCY HANDLE

BRASS LETTERBOX

SATIN PAD HANDLE LEVER PAD SATIN KNOB SATIN VICTORIAN URN

SATIN LETTERBOX

All Artic-Classic doors are trimable. Door leaf widths from 763mm to 914mm. Door leaf heights from 
1943mm to 2013mm.

Prehung Arctic-Classic doors in hard wood frames; Widths from 855mm to 1005mm. Heights from 2030mm 
to 2100mm. Hardwood and PVC sidelights can be made to almost any width and height, allowing the 
Artic-Classic to fit into any door opening.

For more information view our website www.arcticdoors.com

A variation in colour match may occur between the door and the door frames due to 
the difference in the materials paint processes used.

Weatherglaze also offer a range of window systems in Timber, Alu-clad, Aluminium and uPVC.
Please contact us for more information.

All Weatherglaze Arctic Doors door-sets come 
complete pre-hung in either a hardwood or PVC 
frame, with 3 point locking, keys, handles, 
pre-finished in colour of your choice with glass 
designs chosen by you. Weatherglaze Artic 
Doors manufactures high performance
door systems tailored to your needs.

The glass designs shown are only a sample of 
what is available. Your local agent may have 
more designs available. All glass is toughened 
and double glazed.

Due to continual design improvement hardware 
specification and designs may change without 
notice. Some of the hardware shown in this 
brochure was fitted by the home owner. Most 
hardware options available in: brass, anodized 
silver & brass and black. Everbrite hardware 
(non tarnish brass) is also available on a limited 
number of items.

Fiber Glass composite doors are tried and 
tested in the UK for more than two decades 
meeting today’s demand for durable low 
maintenance, high performance, secure doors 
with improved insulation.

Weatherglaze Arctic Doors composite doors 
are made from low maintenance fiber glass 
over an inner core of high density polyurethane
foam giving them greater insulating than 
traditional PVC and timber doors. Because they 
are fiber glass it means they can be hand 
painted at any time using ordinary gloss paint.

For overall structural stability Weatherglaze 
Arctic Doors outperform wood and PVC d oors.

All doors come with 3 point hook locks as 
standard and are fitted to either hardwood or 
PVC frames. Low level thresholds are standard 
on hardwood frames and optional on PVC 
frames. A wide range of glass designs are 
available all set on toughened double glazed 
glass units.

All door-sets are made to specific customer 
requirements Insulation up to 4 times more than 
timber ! Half Glazed u-value 2.0 W/m2K. Solid ie 
no glass /6 panel etc u-value 1.3 W/m2K.

Selected Hardware Options

Glass

Hardware Options

Door Leaf
Selected Glass Options

Selected Hardware Options

Artic-Classic and Arctic Sheeted Door Sizes:


